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OUR VISION:

The platform is recognized as a strategic inclusive open space for feminist organisations and leaders working on women land rights and gender justice to unite, amplify voices and analysis from women struggles for diverse constituencies, building alliances to bring changes to address oppressive practices and social norms for just and equal society for all.
Strategic Objectives

1- To strengthen (political) feminist movements in Women Land’s Rights (WLR) and Gender Justice (GJ) at all levels.

2- To provide open feminist inclusive space and support for sharing, learning, and collective actions.

3- To amply women voices, analysis and struggles from diverse constituencies for gender justice in WLR.

4- To build an agenda on gender justice in women land’s rights from the CBO’s realities, bottom-up, including political, economic, and legislative changes.
NO WLR WITHOUT GENDER JUSTICE

- Gender justice and women land rights are intimately weaved together.
- We take note of the silos that exist between the land rights movements, peasant movements, women movements and feminists movements.
- We emphasize that it’s of utmost important for these social movements to actively engage and build transformative collaboration in order to achieve gender justice and women land rights.
JOINING FORCE TO FIGHT FOR JUSTICE

The Feminist Land Platform realizes that we need to join forces, strengthen our capacities and organizations to fight for what should be ensured in term of justice and equality between men and women, regardless of our culture, religion, sexual preference, race or ethnicity.
We, the constituency-based organizations forming the Platform, have followed our own paths of resistance, fighting for gender equality in our own communities under adverse conditions.

The work of the platform will reflect the realities and demands of our collective experiences, as we will be the ones setting the agenda.
LAND AND TERRITORIES:

FIGHTING FOR OUR DIGNITY AND THE RIGHT TO SELF-DETERMINATION

For many women from the global south the defense of the territories is also vital, understanding as such the physical and geographical spaces, where communes, peoples and nationalities have been developing their social, political, economic, cultural and spiritual life for centuries.
OUR DIVERSITY
OUR STRENGTH
OUR DIVERSITY

The constituency-based organisations that represent the founders of the Feminist Land Platform are: Plurales (Argentina), Espaço Feminista (Brazil), Luna Creciente (Ecuador), GROOTS Kenya (Kenya), Pastoral Women’s Council (Tanzania), PWESCR (India), AZUL (Morocco), and Trashumancia y Naturaleza (Spain).

New members: Forum Mulher (Mozambique); Mujeres, Democracia y Ciudadanas AC - MUDECI (Mexico); Tin Hinane - Association pour l’épanouissement des Femmes Nomades (Mali); UBINIG - Policy Research for Development Alternative (Bangladesh).
VISIT US

● ON FACEBOOK:
  FeministLandPlatform

● ON TWEETER:
  @feminist_land

● ON INSTAGRAM:
  feminist.land

SEND A MESSAGE:
contact@feministlandplatform.org
The creation of Feminist Land Platform is the beginning of a movement. The Platform is open to include new members in accordance with established criteria developed by the founding organizations. This initial formation is in response to the necessity to create and gain greater visibility in order to influence local, regional and global agendas relating to women’s land rights and gender justice.